
ANU 2025:  
Australia’s national university

Our landscape

ANU is our nation’s university. We are here for all Australians, and to work with our government, across our region, 
and around the world. Over the past 75 years, we have become one of the world’s finest research universities, 
validating the vision of the nation-builders who founded ANU in 1946.

Our times are as challenging as their’s. As we recover and rebuild from the COVID-19 pandemic, Australia needs 
its national university to be excellent everywhere: in research, in education, in driving societal transformation and 
new enterprise, and in providing a cultural and intellectual resource for our nation.

Striving for excellence must be the idea that guides our ANU 2025 strategy. Building on our existing strategic 
plan, our focus for 2025 will be on meeting four key strategic goals, the pillars for our ANU 2025 plan:

 > Deliver a student experience equal to the world’s best;

 > Conduct research that transforms society and creates national capability;

 > Meet our national responsibilities through a renewed compact with Australia; and

 > Be an equitable and inclusive University of choice.

Deliver a student experience equal to the world’s best

Time at ANU should be defining journey and among the best days of our students’ lives. The ANU 
experience should differentiate us amongst Australian universities and be consistent with the very best. To 
achieve this, we will:

 > Provide a consistently high-quality experience from pre-enrolment to joining the ANU alumni community. 
Our facilities and our services, physical and digital, will reflect our world-leading ambitions. 

 > Deliver programs that are distinguished by their pedagogical quality, flexibility, interactivity, and rigour.  

 > Create a learning environment - including digitally - where all ANU students have their curiosity nurtured 
and are supported to succeed. Our graduates will have the experiences, activities, skills and networks to 
be leaders in a changing world. 

 > We will build great and distinctive non-degree programs that use our strengths to rapidly build capability 
where it’s needed most. 



Conduct research that transforms society and creates 
national capability

ANU is funded uniquely by Australians, to conduct free ethical inquiry that creates national capacity. Our search 
for evidence, truth, and solutions can challenge orthodoxies and change lives. To achieve this, we will: 

 > Invest in, and insist on, excellence across our research activities. Recruit and nurture academic talent, work 
towards continuous improvement across our activities, and hold ourselves accountable by measuring ANU 
against the best in the world so that we are second to none in Australia.

 > Ensure ANU research creates sovereign capability for Australia, and is translated into outcomes that benefit 
society. This includes calculated risk-taking and fearless pursuit of knowledge. 

 > Bring expertise, originality and global perspectives to partnerships with government, industry and universities, 
maintaining the highest level of quality and integrity, and consistently adding unique value to every partnership. 

Meet our national responsibilities through a renewed compact 
with Australia

Our duty is to be a University for all Australians, able to support Australia through good times and bad. ANU will 
lead and facilitate our essential national discussions, and cultivate strong partnerships with government, industry 
and community. To achieve this, we will: 

 > Be accessible to all Australians with the talent to succeed at ANU.  

 > Embed Indigenous culture and learnings across campus, advancing reconciliation, and creating an academic 
sanctuary that includes proportional representation of First Nations staff, students & visitors. 

 > Work with the Commonwealth in the national interest. Our partnership will build new critical sovereign 
capability, including in national security, defence and foreign affairs, and co-create an academic program with 
Government and agencies in support of Australia’s national agenda. 

 > Work to find solutions that address Australia’s major challenges to help maintain and improve the prosperity 
of our Nation. This includes addressing sustainability, solving wicked societal problems, and building and 
growing endemic industries that are job-creating and globally competitive.  

 > Build national engagement with Australia’s history, democracy, culture and traditions, and work with national 
institutions to enhance intellectual and cultural vibrancy of Canberra.  

Be an equitable and inclusive University of choice

ANU will be a great, inclusive and respectful place to work. This means equitable recruitment, development and 
retention of staff, and it means attracting, nurturing and retaining outstanding talent wherever it emerges. To 
achieve this we will:

Continue to make the bold decisions in every aspect of our work that break down the barriers of inclusion into 
our community.  

 > Prioritise addressing the enduring legacies of unequal practices. This includes revolutionising university 
career structures and creating proactive appointment and promotions processes.  

 > Create and maintain a respectful, inclusive and safe workplace, and make all members of ANU accountable 
for their playing their part. 

 > In order to achieve the excellence to which we aspire, change any part of our campus or culture that accepts 
or excuses exclusion, and make the thresholds for membership of ANU talent, creativity, ambition and 
respectful collaboration.


